John Wayne directed and starred as Davy Crockett in The __

John Wayne, Dean Martin and Ricky Nelson starred in 1959's Rio __

1956 western with Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean

Fancy __ was a 1950 comedic western with Bob Hope and Lucille Ball

__ with Alan Ladd was based on the 1949 novel by Jack Schaefer

Robert __ directed Warren Beatty in McCabe & Mrs. Miller

The musical comedy Cat __ starred Jane Fonda and Lee Marvin

Sam Peckinpah's first western was 1961's The __ Companions

1956's Westward Ho, the Wagons was a live-action __ film

The __ with Barbara Stanwyck was Walter Huston's last movie

The Misfits was written by playwright Arthur __

John Wayne: Rio Grande, Fort Apache and She Wore a __ Ribbon

In 1952 Kirk __ starred in The Big Sky and The Big Trees

Sergio Leone's 1971 Giu la Testa is better known as A __ of Dynamite

Glenn Ford's 1957 3:10 to Yuma was based on an Elmore __ story

1951 western starring Tyrone Power and Susan Hayward

1903's Great Train __ had a robber firing his gun at the audience

The Man Who Shot Liberty __ starred John Wayne and James Stewart

The Good the Bad and the Ugly starred Clint __

Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas starred in __ at the O.K. Corral

Gary Cooper was a marshal and Grace Kelly his Quaker wife in __ __

The epic How the West Was Won had several directors including __ __

Annie Get Your Gun, Calamity Jane, and Oklahoma! are western __

John Ford's The __ with John Wayne was voted best western

A Fistful of Dollars by Sergio Leone was the first __ western

Victor Fleming directed Gary Cooper in The __ in 1929

Audrey Hepburn played a Native American in John Huston's The __

The __ Seven was a resetting of Akira Kurosawa's Seven Samurai